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Abstract. Despite a decade of intensive research, it still remains a challenge to design
a practical dynamic id-based two-factor authentication scheme, for the designers are
confronted with an impressive list of security requirements (e.g., resistance to mart card
loss attack) and desirable attributes (e.g., local and secure password update). Dozens
of solutions have been proposed, yet most of them are shortly found either unable to
satisfy some security requirements or short of important features. To overcome this
unsatisfactory situation, researchers often work around it in hopes of a new solution
(but no one has succeeded so far), while paying little attention to the question: Whether
or not there are inherent limitations (conflicts) that prevents us from designing an ideal
scheme that satisfies all of these goals?

In this work, we attempt to provide an answer to this question. We revisit two
latest (and reprentative) proposals, i.e. Xie’s scheme and Li’s scheme, and explore some
inherent conflicts and unavoidable trade-offs in designing such schemes. Our results highly
indicate that, under the current widely accepted adversary model, certain goals are
beyond attainment. To the best of knowledge, the present study makes the first step
towards understanding the underlying evaluation metric for dynamic id-based two-factor
authentication, which we believe will facilitate better design of two-factor protocols that
offer acceptable trade-offs between usability, security and privacy.

Keywords: Authentication protocol, User anonymity, Smart card, Non-tamper resis-
tant, Smart card loss attack.

1 Introduction

Password authentication with smart card is one of the most convenient and effective
two-factor authentication mechanisms for remote systems to assure one communicating
party of the authenticity of the corresponding party by acquisition of corroborative
evidence. Although this technique has been widely deployed for various kinds of daily
applications, such as e-government, e-banking [28] and e-health [5], there are severe
challenges on issues of security [2, 65], privacy [27] and usability [30] due to the great
system complexity and resource-constrained characteristics of mobile devices.

Since Chang and Wu [17] introduced the first smart-card-based password authen-
tication scheme in 1993, there have been many of this type of schemes proposed
[19, 22, 34, 50, 57]. In most of the previous two-factor schemes, the user’s identity is
transmitted in plain-text over public networks during the login process, which may
leak the identity of the logging user once the login transcripts were eavesdropped,
resulting in violation of the user’s privacy and raising legal issues in some scenarios,
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e.g. electronic auditing or secret online-order placement. In many cases, an adversary
may exploit the static user identity to link different login sessions together to trace
user activities. For example, in e-commerce applications, once user activities are traced,
the sensitive information such as shopping patterns, individual preferences, etc., can
be obtained and abused for marketing purposes [8]. What’s more, the disclosure of
user identity and activities may also facilitate an unauthorized entity to trace the
user’s login history and even current location [79]. To address such static-ID-related
issues, a feasible approach is to adopt the “dynamic ID technique”: the user’s real
(static) identity is concealed in session-variant pseudo-identities. And schemes that
employ this technique are known as dynamic ID-based schemes [24]. Generally, there
are two approaches to implement “dynamic ID technique”: (1) by a cryptographic
primitive (e.g., a CCA-2 public key encryption [29]) like that of [83]; and (2) by a
non-cryptographic synchronization mechanism like that of [55].

In 2004, Das [24] introduced the first dynamic ID-based two-factor authentication
scheme to preserve user privacy. Das’s seminal work has been followed by a number of
proposals [18,21,32,42,86] with various levels of security and diversity of attributes. A
common feature of these schemes is that their security is based on the tamper resistance
assumption of smart cards, i.e., they simply assume that the security parameters
stored in the smart card cannot be extracted. However, recent research results have
illustrated that common commercial smart cards can no longer be considered to be
fully tamper-proof: the secret information stored in the smart card memory could be
revealed by power analysis [61, 63, 69], reverse engineering techniques [45, 68] or fault
injection attacks [9,31]. As a consequence, such schemes based on the tamper-resistance-
assumption of the smart cards are susceptible to some types of attacks, such as user
impersonation attack, offline dictionary attack, etc., once an adversary has breached the
smart card. Therefore, it is more desirable and practical to assume that once a smart-
card is in the possession of an adversary, all the sensitive data stored in it are no longer
secret. With this in mind, a number of dynamic ID-based schemes [44, 55, 85, 88, 90]
based on non-tamper resistance assumption of the smart cards are put forward, and
each is claimed to meet a self-imposed list of ambitious design goals.

Motivations. More often than not, the proponents assert the superiorities of their
scheme, while (unintentionally or intentionally) ignoring the benefits that their scheme
fails to support, thus overlooking dimensions on which it fares poorly. This has
contributed to a long-standing lack of progress on how best to evaluate proposals
intended for practical applications. To address this issue, In 2012 Madhusudhan and
Mittal [59] developed a new set of design goals (including nine security requirements
and ten desirable attributes) for fairly evaluating this type of schemes. Their set is a
refinement of some previously proposed criteria sets (e.g., [57, 80, 85]) and as far as
we know, it is so far the most comprehensive, explicit and systematic criteria set for
evaluating dynamic ID-based two-factor schemes. In Madhusudhan-Mittal’s work [59],
it is concluded that all existing dynamic ID-based two-factor schemes are far from ideal
and each has its own pros and cons, it still remains an open problem as to how to design
an ideal scheme that can satisfy all the criteria in their evaluation set.
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The pattern of progress on this problem has been of suggested new solutions (e.g.,
[23,48,78,83]), followed by cryptanalysis reports (e.g., [62,71]), which, once again, falls
into the unsatisfactory “break-fix-break-fix” cycle (see Fig.1 of [84]). In this undesirable
cycle, protocol designers work around the above problem by presenting “improved”
schemes but with not much confidence, cryptanalysts respond to the above problem
with concrete rebuttals to new proposals, while no one pays attention to the underlying
(fundamental) question: Whether a proposal fails due to improper designs or due to
some inherent limitations of this type of schemes? Or equally, this question can be
expressed as: Whether is it possible to construct an ideal scheme which satisfies all
the design goals in [59]? Without an answer to this fundamental question, we can
only be kept stuck in the rut: lots of attempts are continually being contributed (and
subsequently being defeated), yet little progress will be made.

Contributions. This study aims to provide a definite answer to the above question.
We first revisit the security and attribute provisions of two recent proposals, namely
Xie’s scheme [93] and Li’s scheme [87], and reveal some new challenges and subtleties in
designing dynamic ID-based two-factor schemes. As far as we know, these two schemes
are among the foremost ones and claimed to be secure against various known attacks
and provide many admired features. Remarkably, we identify two new practical threats,
i.e. undetectable online password guessing attack and de-synchronization attack, which
can be specially targeted at dynamic ID-based two-factor schemes.

Using these two representative schemes as case studies, we further investigate into the
relationships among the criteria in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s evaluation set [59], showing
some inherent conflicts and unavoidable trade-offs in designing dynamic ID-based two-
factor schemes. Our results highly indicate that, under the current widely accepted
adversary model, certain goals are beyond attainment. To the best of knowledge, the
present study makes the first step toward exploring the inner relationships of evaluation
criteria for dynamic ID-based two-factor authentication, which we believe will provide
a better understanding of how to design two-factor protocols that offer acceptable
trade-offs between usability, security and privacy.

Organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
elaborate on the system model, adversary model and evaluation criteria. Xie’s scheme
is cryptanalyzed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the weaknesses of Li’s scheme. The
relationships among evaluation criteria in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s set are explored in
Section 5, while conclusions are offered in Section 6.

2 System architecture, adversary model and evaluation criteria

In this section, we describe the system architecture, adversary model and evaluation
criteria. It is worth noting that, these three elements are key factors in determin-
ing whether a scheme has been evaluated systematically or fairly. There have been
hundreds of papers dealing with smart-card-based password authentications schemes
quite recently (e.g., [19, 39, 42, 55, 86–88, 90, 98]), yet as far as we know, only a few
ones [83,90,96] explicitly define these three elements (especially the later two elements)
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in their work, which may well explain why despite two decades of intensive research,
there is still little consensus reached. Consequently, before stepping into the details
of protocol specifications, we describe the system model, define the currently widely
accepted adversary model and introduce Madhusudhan-Mittal’s criteria set [59].

2.1 System architecture

In this work, as with [35, 36, 90], we mainly focus on the most general case of mart-
card-based password authentication (see Fig.1), in which the participants involve a set
of users and a single remote server. Typically, this kind of schemes consist of three
basic phases, i.e. registration, authentication and password change, as well as some
supplementary phases like eviction and revocation [90]. In the registration phase, a user
submits some personal information to the server, and the server issues a smart card to
the user. The smart card may contain some public and sensitive security parameters,
which will be used later for the authentication. This phase is carried out only once
unless the user re-registers. Upon accomplishment of the registration phase, the user is
able to access the server in the authentication phase. This phase can be performed as
many times as needed. What a truly two-factor scheme can guarantee is that, only the
user who is in possession of a valid (i.e., not revoked) smart card and the corresponding
password can pass the verification the server. In the password change phase, the user
can change her password and update the information in the card either locally or by
interacting with the server. To evict a malicious user and to revoke a lost card, admired
schemes may also provide additional phases such as eviction phase and revocation
phase, respectively.

Fig. 1. Smart-card-based password authentication

2.2 Adversary model

In the conventional password authenticated key exchange (PAKE) protocols (e.g., [1,
41]), the attacker A is generally assumed to be able to eavesdrop, block, alter or insert
messages exchanged between the communicating parties, i.e., in full control of the
communication channel. Besides, previous session key(s) may also be learnt by A due
to a variety of reasons [46]. To capture the notion of forward secrecy, A may also be
allowed to corrupt legitimate parties to learn long term secrets.
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Though these assumptions are reasonable for password-only authentication scenarios,
it is inadequate for capturing practical threats in smart-card-based password authen-
tication environments. As mentioned earlier, the secret data stored in the smart card,
which was once believed to be free from breach, could be extracted by state-of-the-art
side-channel attacks [9,61,63,69]. What’s more, malicious card readers also contribute to
the security failures of such schemes: a user’s input password may be easily intercepted
(key-logged) by a malicious card reader. It shall be noted that, as observed in [87] and
further investigated in [84], A is unlikely to extract the secret information stored in the
card while intercepting a victim’s input password through malicious card readers, for
the victim is on the scene and thus there is little chance for A to perform abnormal
operations such as side-channel attacks.

Last but not least, it is practical to assume that a determined adversary can somehow
learn the victim’s identity when having obtained the victim’s card. Firstly, user’s
identity is static and often confined to a predefined format, and thus it is of little
cryptographic strength [14], and thus it is easily guessed. Secondly, it probably can be
harvested from popular forums and other open resources. Thirdly, users while used to
the idea of keeping passwords a secret would not normally be expecting to keep their
identities a secret as well [71], e.g., writing their identities directly on the card. After
all, A can know more or less about the personal information of the card holder when
she has obtained the card. In a word, it is more reasonable to do not consider user
identity as a surrogate extra password.

Here arises a subtlety to be explicated. This assumption about user identity here is to
emphasize that the security of a two-factor scheme shall not rely on the secrecy of user
identities, and it is completely different from the assumption that A can determine
a user’s identity merely from the protocol transcripts. In other words, when dealing
with the security of a scheme, it is more practical to regard user identity as a known
value; however, when dealing with the privacy provisions of a scheme, the target user’s
identity is just what A is looking for from the publicly available protocol transcripts.

Table 1. Capabilities of the adversary

C-01
The adversary A can enumerate offline all the elements in the Cartesian product
Did ∗ Dpw within polynomial time, where Dpw and Did denote the password space
and the identity space, respectively.

C-02
The adversary A has the capability of somehow learning the victim’s identity when
evaluating security strength (but not privacy provisions) of the protocol.

C-1
The adversary A is in full control of the communication channel between the
communicating parties.

C-2
The adversary A may either learn (i) the password of a legitimate user via malicious
card reader, or (ii) extract the secret information of the smart card by side-channel
attacks, but cannot achieve both.

C-3 The adversary A can learn the previous session key(s).

C-4
The adversary A has the capability of learning server’s long-time private key(s) only
when evaluating the resistance to eventual failure of the server (e.g., forward secrecy).
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The capabilities of the adversary A are summarized in Table 1. The adversary
model presented here is based on the models introduced in [33, 49, 83, 84, 87, 90, 94].
The key difference is that in our model, we for the first time explicitly define A’s
capabilities related to user identity from both the security prospective and the privacy
prospective. This separation enables us to deal specifically with dynamic ID-based two-
factor schemes.4 Otherwise, some effective attacks specifically aiming at dynamic ID-
based schemes can never be captured, for example, the smart card loss attack presented
in [71] and the undetectable online password guessing attack presented in Section 3.2.

2.3 Evaluation criteria

In 2012, Madhusudhan and Mittal [59] pointed out that earlier criteria sets, e.g. [57,80],
have ambiguities and redundancies, and thus they proposed a new criteria set of nine
security requirements (see Table 2) and ten desirable attributes (see Table 3) to evaluate
the goodness of dynamic ID-based schemes. This criteria set is a refinement of earlier
criteria sets, and interested readers are referred to [59] for the specific definition of each
criterion. Here we only point out some subtleties, the inner relationships among the
criteria will be investigated in Section 5.

Table 2. Security requirements

SR1 DoS attack

SR2 Impersonation attack

SR3 Parallel session attack

SR4 Password guessing attack

SR5 Replay attack

SR6 Smart card loss attack;

SR7 Stolen-verifier attack

SR8 Reflection attack

SR9 Insider attack

Table 3. Desirable attributes

DA1 No password-related verifier table
DA2 Freely user password choice
DA3 No password reveal
DA4 Password dependent
DA5 Mutual authentication
DA6 Session key agreement
DA7 Forward secrecy
DA8 User anonymity
DA9 Smart card revocation
DA10 Efficiency for wrong password login

“To be called an ideal”, a scheme should be able to satisfy all the nine security
requirements and achieve all the ten desirable attributes. After putting forward the
criteria set, Madhusudhan and Mittal [59] analyzed six recently proposed dynamic
ID-based schemes, and found none of them can satisfy all the above seventeen criteria.
Accordingly, they concluded that it still remains an open problem to construct a scheme
that is to be called an ideal. Madhusudhan-Mittal’s criteria set is superior to other
proposed criteria for the following two reasons: (1) The security requirements of their
criteria set are based on the non-tamper resistance assumption of the smart cards, which
is desirable when taking into consideration the state-of-the-art side-channel attacks; (2)
The separation of security requirements and desirable attributes makes the criteria set

4 Note that, user identities are transmitted in plain over the public channel in common two-factor
schemes (i.e., without consideration of user privacy).
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more concrete and facilitates protocol designers to establish a systematic approach for
analyzing this type of schemes. Consequently, we prefer Madhusudhan-Mittal’s criteria
set as a representative benchmark to other criteria sets (e.g. [57,80,90,96]) in this study.

For a better comprehension, we address two subtleties (which are not made clear in
the original work [59]) related to the definitions of the above criteria. Firstly, security
requirement SR6 relates to an adversary who has obtained the victim user’s smart
card, while all the other security requirements (e.g., SR2 and SR4) are faced with an
adversary who is without the victim user’s smart card. Secondly, in the context of
remote user authentication, user anonymity (i.e., DA8) generally includes two aspects,
i.e. identity protection and user un-traceability [55, 85]. Both are defined against the
public (eavesdropping attackers) rather than the server [60], because the server has
to first identify the legitimacy of the user and then obtain the user’s real identity for
accounting and/or billing purposes.

3 Review and cryptanalysis of Xie’s scheme

In 2012, noticing that all the existing dynamic ID-based password authentication
protocols are vulnerable to various attacks, Xie [93] proposed a new dynamic ID-
based password authentication protocol using non-tamper resistant smart cards. It is
claimed that “this scheme is the first secure dynamic ID-based password authentication
protocol”. In this work, however, we will demonstrate that, as the results of overlooking
some inherent trade-offs (conflicts), Xie’s scheme cannot withstand undetectable online
password guessing attack and smart card loss attack, and is vulnerable to several
practical pitfalls.

3.1 Review of Xie’s scheme

In this section, we briefly illustrate the remote user authentication scheme proposed by
Xie [93] in 2012. Their scheme consists of four phases: the registration, the login, the
verification and password update. For ease of presentation, we employ some intuitive
abbreviations and notations listed in Table 2.

Registration phase. The registration phase involves the following operations:
1) User Ui chooses his/her identity IDi, password PWi.
2) Ui ⇒ S : {IDi}.
3) On receiving the registration message from Ui, S computes N0 = h(IDi)

x mod p.
4) S ⇒ Ui: A smart card containing security parameters {IDi,N0, h(·)}.
5) Upon receiving the smart card, user Ui keys her password PWi into the smart

card SC, then SC computes Ni = N0 ⊕ h(PWi).

Login phase. When Ui wants to login to S, the following operations will be performed:
1) Ui inserts her smart card into the card reader, and inputs PWi. The smart card

SC generates two random numbers b and k, and then computes Ns = gk mod p ,
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Table 4. Notations

Symbol Description

Ui ith user
S remote server
IDi identity of user Ui

CIDi dynamic identity of user Ui

PWi password of user Ui

SC smart card
x the secret key of remote server S
p, q two large prime numbers, such that p− 1 is divisible by q
g a primitive element in Galois GF (n)
h(·) a common collision free one-way hash function, e.g. SHA-1
~(·) a special one-way hash function {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 255}
⊕ the bitwise XOR operation
∥ the string concatenation operation
A → B : C message C is transferred through a common channel from A to B
A ⇒ B : C message C is transferred through a secure channel from A to B

CIDi = h(ID)b mod p , C0 = (Ni ⊕ h(PWi))
b = h(IDi)

xb mod p , C1 = C0 ⊕ Ns =
h(IDi)

xb ⊕Ns mod p.
2) Ui → S : {CIDi, C1}.

Verification phase. After receiving the login request message from user Ui, the server
S performs:

1) The server S generates a random number d, computes Nu = gd mod p, Ns =
C1 ⊕ CID x

i mod p, C2 = h(N d
s ) .

2) S → Ui : {C2, Nu}.
3) On receiving the response from server S, smart card SC computes C ′

2 = h(N k
u )

and compares C ′
2 with the received C2. If they are equal, Ui successfully authenticates

S. Then, SC computes C3 = h(N k
u + 1) .

4) Ui → S : {C3}
5) On receiving C3, the serve S compares the computed C ′

3 = h(N d
s + 1) with the

received value of C3 . If they are not equal, the connection is terminated.
6) The user Ui and the server S agree on the session key SK = h(N k

u +2) = h(N d
s +2)

for securing future data communications.

Password change phase. The password change phase is provided to allow users to
change their passwords freely and locally. When Ui wants to change his password, she
inserts smart card into a terminal device, keys his old password PWi and the new
password PWnew

i , the SC computes Nnew
i = Ni ⊕ h(PWi)⊕ h(PWnew

i ) and replaces
Ni with Nnew

i .

3.2 Cryptanalysis of Xie’s scheme

Although Xie’s scheme has many attractive properties, such as provision of forward
secrecy, resistance to offline password guessing attack even if the user’s smart card is
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lost and the secret data stored in the card is revealed, it is still far from an “ideal”
dynamic ID-based password protocol to be applicable for practical applications. In this
section we will show that, it fails to achieve some critical security goals under the
author’s non-tamper resistance assumption of the smart card.

Undetectable online password guessing attack. Password-based authentication
protocols are prone to guessing attacks as passwords are generally drawn from a
small space enumerable by an adversary. Based on how passwords are tested by an
adversary, there are generally three types of password guessing attacks, namely, offline
password guessing attack, undetectable on-line dictionary attack and detectable on-
line dictionary attack. As discussed in [97], detectable on-line dictionary attack can be
effectively thwarted by accounting the number of unsuccessful protocol runs, however,
the other two password guessing attacks still pose serious security threats.

In an undetectable on-line dictionary attack, the adversary randomly selects a
password from the password space and impersonates as a legitimate client by carrying
out an honest run of the protocol. If the protocol run succeeds, it indicates that the
adversary has correctly guessed the password; otherwise the adversary excludes her
guess from the password space and restarts a new session with the server by using
another guessed password. A failed password guess cannot be detected and logged by
the server, and thus there is no way for the server to distinguish an honest request from
a malicious one. This type of attack is in-depth investigated by Ding et al. in [97], more
details can be found there.

Let’s see how this attack could be successfully launched with Xie’s scheme in place. In
case a legitimate user Ui’s smart card is somehow obtained (stolen or picked up) by an
adversary, and the stored secret Ni can be revealed by some means, such as monitoring
the power consumption [61, 63, 69] or analyzing the leaked information [40, 45]. Now
an adversary pretends to be user Ui and tries to guess Ui’s password. The following is
performed by the adversary A:

Step 1. Randomly choose a pair (ID∗
i , PW ∗

i ) from Did × Dpw, where Did denotes
the identity space and Dpw denotes the password space.

Step 2. Computes Ns = gk mod p ,where k is randomly selected.
Step 3. Computes CIDi = h(ID∗

i ) ,C0 = Ni ⊕ h(PW ∗
i ) and C1 = C0 ⊕ Ns =

Ni ⊕ h(PW ∗
i )⊕Ns mod p, where Ni is extracted from the smart card.

Step 4. Sends {CIDi, C1} to server S.
Step 5. On receiving the response {C2, Nu} from S, A computes C ′

2 = h(N k
u ).

Step 6. Verifies the correctness of PW ∗
i by checking if C ′

2 equals the received C2. If
C ′
2 does not equal C2 , the session is terminated.

Step 7. Repeats Steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of this procedure until the correct value
of PWi and IDi is found.

Upon receiving {CIDi, C1} sent by A in above Step 5, the server does not proceed
to find out who the communicating party is, and actually it is also easy to see that
in no way can the server S obtain the identity of the attacker. As a result, a failed
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protocol run cannot be detected and logged by the server and the server is not able to
distinguish an honest request from a malicious request. Being totally unware of whose
account is being attacked, the server can do nothing to thwart the above attack.

Let |Did| and |Dpw| denote the number of identities in Did and the number of
passwords in Dpw, respectively. The running time of the above attack procedure is
O(|Did| ∗ |Dpw| ∗ (3TE + 2TH + 2TX)), where TE is the running time for modular
exponentiation, TH is the running time for Hash operation and TX is the running
time for XOR operation. Since both password and user identity are human-memorable
short strings but not high-entropy keys, that is to say, they are often selected from two
corresponding dictionaries of small size, e.g. |Did| ≤ |Dpw| ≤ 106 [13, 26,91].

Now whether or not the above attack can be completed in polynomial time (e.g., a
few days or less) essentially depends on whether it can be carried out automatically
(i.e., without the involvement of human labour). We note that many systems have im-
plemented a CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers
and Humans Apart) scheme [4] as a standard security mechanism to prevent automated
attacks by bots or other automated malicious programs, yet this is not a hard obstacle
for A to cross. Recent studies [15,52,67] have shown that, to date most of the existing
CAPTCHA schemes can be successfully broken. In particular, Li et al. [52] conducted
a comprehensive study on e-banking CAPTCHAs deployed around the world, in which
they investigated three e-banking CAPTCHA schemes for transaction verification and
41 schemes for login. Their results are quite alarming: “all of the e-banking CAPTCHA
schemes are broken with a success rate equal to or close to 100% in seconds”. That is,
even being against real systems with CAPTCHAs (e.g., e-banking), the above attack
can be performed automatically with recourse to the state-of-the-art techniques in
attacking CAPTCHAs.

Of course, the server may thwart this type of attacking strategy by blocking enormous
login attempts (e.g., the login frequency exceeding a predefined value) from the same
IP address, but then there are chances that the attacker constructs botnets [74] running
coordinated distributed attacks from thousands different computers, each with unique
IP addresses. At present, there is no effective countermeasure against this type of threat
other than not using schemes with such vulnerability. In a nutshell, the identified attack
really constitutes a practical threat.

Remark 1. One may have already noticed that, the user anonymity property achieved
in Xie’s scheme is bit different from the common user anonymity notion as introduced
in Section 2.3. In Xie’s scheme, not only the (external) attacker but also the server can
not link two sessions performed by the same user. This means user anonymity is also
defined against the server. It is just this “strongly anonymous” property that makes the
scheme susceptible to the above attack. Surprisingly, this property is consistent with
the definition of DA8 in [59]. As far as we know, Xie’s scheme is so far the only one that
achieves such a “strongly anonymous” property. Since this property ensures stronger
user privacy than the common notion of “user anonymity” property (i.e., DA8), we
thereafter call it “DA8-Strong”.
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Smart card loss attack. To support local user password update (i.e., DA2) like
that of the schemes in [42, 85, 88, 90, 96], the password change phase of Xie’s scheme
is performed locally and does not need to interact with the remote server, which is in
favor of user friendliness. However, this phase introduces an inherently insecure factor:
there is no verification of the authenticity of the old password before the update of
new password. If an attacker manages to gain temporary access to the smart card of
legitimate user Ui (note that this is a quite realistic assumption), he can easily change
the password of user Ui as follows:

Step 1. The attacker inserts Ui’s smart card into a card reader and initiates a
password change request.

Step 2. The attacker submits a random string R as Ui’s original password and a new
string PWnew

i as the targeting new password.
Step 3. The smart card computes Nnew

i = Ni ⊕ h(R)⊕ h(PWnew
i ) and updates Ni

with Nnew
i .

Once the value of Ni is updated, legitimate user Ui cannot login successfully even
after getting his/her smart card back because Nnew

i ⊕ h(PWi) ̸= h(IDi)
x mod p, and

thus Ui’s login request will be denied by the server S during the verification phase.
Hence, denial of service attack can be launched successfully.5

It should be noted that, although this vulnerability seems too basic to merit
discussion, it cannot be well remedied just with minor revisions. To conquer this
vulnerability while preserving DA2 and fulfilling SR6, a verification of the authenticity
of the original password before updating the value of Ni in the memory of smart card
is essential. And thus, besides Ni, some additional parameter(s) should be stored in the
smart card, which may introduce new vulnerabilities, such as offline guessing attack
and user impersonation attack. This subtlety has also been observed by Nam et al. [66]
and Xiang et al. [92], unfortunately, they left it as an open problem. Most subsequent
works either just overlook this issue [42, 81, 85, 86, 88, 90, 96] or choose not to provide
local user password change [19,22,51, 55, 94], while the few rest [20,56, 76,98] that are
ambitious to support local password change while withstanding smart card loss attack
are all found prone to offline password guessing attack [58,82,95].

To gain more insights into this problem, here we give a concrete example. let’s assume
an additional parameter Ai = h(IDi ∥ h(PWi)) is stored in the smart card. Whenever
Ui wants to change her password, first she must submit her identity ID∗

i and password
PW ∗

i , then the smart card checks whether h(ID∗
i ∥ h(PW ∗

i )) equals the stored Ai. One
can easily find that an adversary can exhaustively search the correct pair (IDi, PWi)
in an offline manner once the parameter Ai is obtained, which definitely leads to an
offline guessing attack.

However, if the parameter Ai is computed as Ai = h(~(IDi) ⊕ ~(PWi)), it is not

difficult to check that there exists
|Did|∗|Dpw|

28
≈ 232 candidates of (ID, PW ) pair to

5 Actually, this design flaw may also give rise to another quite practical problem: if a legitimate user
accidently keys an incorrect value for the current (old) password in the password change process,
Ni will be updated to a unpredictable value and the smart card will become unusable unless she
re-register with the server.
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frustrate A when |Did| = |Dpw| = 106 [13,26,91], where |Did| and |Dpw| denote the size
of the identity space and password space, respectively. In this way, A is prevented from
obtaining the exactly correct (ID, PW ) pair and we call the parameter Ai calculated
through this new method “a fuzzy verifier”. An obvious “side effect” of this “fuzzy
verifier” is that it can be used to fulfill criterion DA10. One may argue that what if
Ui happens to submit a wrong (ID∗

i , PW ∗
i ) pair such that h(~(ID∗

i )⊕ ~(PW ∗
i )) = Ai,

while (ID∗
i , PW ∗

i ) ̸= (IDi, PWi)? The reality is that this possibility is only 1
256 , which

is too small to significantly degrade the effectiveness of DA10.

Therefore, only radical changes in Xie’s scheme can overcome the above vulnerability,
and we conjecture that there is an unavoidable trade-off when fulfilling the criteria DA2,
DA10 and SR6, which will be further discussed in Section 5.2. Employing “a fuzzy
verifier” seems a good choice to deal with this problem, yet its practical effectiveness
can only be testified by real-life password data sets. Fortunately, a number of recent
catastrophic leaks of thousands of millions web accounts (e.g., CSDN [25] and Linkedin
[72]) have provided wonderful material for this use, and we leave it for future work.

Key compromise impersonation attack. Besides resistance to basic passive and
active attacks, an authentication scheme with key agreement is more desirable and
practical if the following advanced security features are also taken into consideration
[11, 55]: known session keys, forward secrecy, unknown key share, key-compromise
impersonation (KCI), and key control. As with the well-known feature of forward
secrecy, resistance to KCI attack is also concerned with limiting the effects of ultimate
failures, in case of the disclosure of server’s long-term private keys [46]. In the case of
KCI, the question is whether the knowledge of a communicating party i’s private key
allows a malicious attacker A not only to impersonate participant i to others but also
to impersonate other uncorrupted parties j(j ̸= i) to i. Schemes that can prevent this
kind of reverse impersonation are said to withstand KCI attack. Suppose the long-time
secret key x of the server S is leaked out by accident or intentionally stolen by the
adversary A. Without loss of generality, we assume one of Ui’s previous login requests,
say {CIDi, C

n
1 } (exchanged during Ui’s nth login process), is intercepted by A. Once

the value of x is obtained, with the intercepted CIDi and Cn
1 , A can impersonate the

legitimate user Ui since then through the following method:

Step 1. Computes Ns = gk mod p ,where k is randomly selected.

Step 2. Computes C0 = (CIDi)
x mod p and C1 = C0⊕Ns = h(IDi)

xb⊕Ns mod p,
where CIDi is previously intercepted.

Step 3. Sends {CIDi, C1} to server S.

Step 4. On receiving the response C2, Nu from S, A computes C3 = h(N k
u +1) and

the session key SK = h(N k
u + 2).

Step 5. Sends {C3} to server S.

After receiving {CIDi, C1} sent by A in Step 3, S will perform Step V 1 of the
verification phase. It is easy to see that the value of Ns computed by S will be the
same with the value of Ns generated in Step 1 by A, because both CIDi and C1
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have been computed with the correct x. As a result, the following relationship holds
true: C ′

3 = h(N d
s + 1) = h(N k

u + 1) = C3 . That is, upon receiving {C3} sent by
A in Step 5, S will perform Step V 5 of the verification phase without observing any
abnormality. Therefore, server S will accept A’s login request after receiving C3. In the
end, server S and A will hold the same session key SK = h(N k

u + 2) = h(N d
s + 2).

By generalizing the above attack, A can easily imitate any user to login S at any time
without employing any special cryptographic techniques. Hence, Xie’s scheme cannot
withstand KCI attack. 6

No smart card revocation. If the server wants to suspend a lost card, she should
know some specific information about this lost card. It is not difficult to see that,
in Xie’s scheme, the old smart card cannot be revoked since there isn’t any piece of
information about the lost smart card that is stored on the server side.

Poor repairability. Xie’s scheme is not easily repairable when the user re-registers
with the server after the user finds that smart card has been lost and the critical
parameter Ni is somehow obtained by an adversary. As described in the previous
sections, there are a variety of ways that may lead to the leakage of Ni once the
user’s card is lost, such as the compromise of the Ui’s password or reverse engineering.
Impersonation attacks cannot be restricted and stopped even if Ui has found that
her card has been out of control and then re-registers with S. As the value of Ni is
determined only by Ui ’s identifier IDi and S’s permanent secret key x, S cannot
change Ni for Ui unless IDi or x can be changed. However, since x is commonly used
for all users rather than specifically used for only Ui, it is unreasonable and inefficient
if x should be changed to recover the security of Ui only. On the other hand, it is also
impractical to change IDi, which may be tied to Ui in most application systems.

Poor efficiency. In Xie’s scheme, the computation cost on user side and server side are
O(4TE +4TH +2TX) and O(4TE +3TH +TX), respectively. With a total computation
cost of O(8TE +7TH +3TX) , Xie’s scheme is among the most inefficient schemes that
have ever been proposed. Hence, Xie’s scheme is not comparatively efficient.

4 Review and cryptanalysis of Li’s scheme

In the above-analyzed scheme, the feature of user un-traceability is achieved by using
a public key encryption which randomizes the user’s real identity in session-variant
pseudonym identities. In contrast, the scheme discussed in this section, i.e. Li’s scheme
[51], adopts a completely difficult strategy: each party updates the user’s session-variant
pseudonym identity after having authenticated the party on the other end. Though this
strategy can indeed support user un-traceability, as we shall show in the following, it

6 Although the resistance to KCI attack is not among the explicit security goals in [93], we think it is
an important factor that should be taken into account.
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is highly impractical, for it introduces a serious vulnerability that greatly downgrade
the usability of the scheme. Moreover, this scheme fails to provide two-factor security
which is the most essential goal a two-factor shall achieve.

4.1 Review of Li’s scheme

In [51], Li proposed two ECC-based two-factor authentication schemes, one without
user anonymity and one with user anonymity. Here we are only interested in the one
with user anonymity. This scheme consists of four phases: the registration, the authen-
tication, password update and user eviction. For clarity, the intuitive abbreviations
used are listed in Table 4, and some additional notations are illustrated in Table 5.

Table 5. Additional notations used in Li’s scheme

Symbol Description

IDA identity of user A
PWA password of user A
ds secret key of remote server S
O the point at infinity
G base point of the elliptic curve group of order n such that n ·G = O
US public key of remote server S, where US = dS ·G
Kx secret key computed using K = PWA · rA · Us = (Kx,Ky)
EKx(·)/DKx(·) symmetric encryption/decryption with Kx

Registration phase The registration phase involves the following operations:
1) User A chooses her identity IDA, password PWA and rA ∈R Z∗

n, and computes
UA = PWA · rA ·G;

2) A ⇒ S : {IDA, UA}.
3) On receiving the registration message, the server S selects a pseudonym identity

INDA for A, and creates an entry (INDA, UA, status-bit) in its database, where status-
bit indicates the status of A. More specifically, when A has logged-in to S, the status-bit
is set to one, otherwise it is set to zero.

4) S ⇒ Ui: A smart card containing parameters {INDA, G, h(·),EKx(·)/DKx(·)}.
5) Upon receiving the smart card, user A keys her password PWA into the card;

Authentication phase When Ui wants to login to S, the following steps are involved:
1) Ui inserts her smart card into the card reader, and inputs PWA.
2) The smart card retrieves rA, generates r′A ∈R Z∗

n, computes RA = rA · US =
rA ·dS ·G, WA = rA ·rA ·PWA ·G, U ′

A = PWA ·r′A ·G and K = PWA ·rA ·Us = (Kx,Ky).
3) A → S : {INDA, EKx(INDA, RA,WA, U

′
A)}.

4) Upon receiving the login request, S computes the decryption key Kx by computing
K = dS · UA =PWA · rA · ds · G = (Kx,Ky) and decrypts EKx(INDA, RA,WA, U

′
A) to

reveal {INDA, RA,WA, U
′
A}. Then S compares decrypted INDA with received INDA and
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ê(dS ·RA, UA) with ê(WA, US), respectively. If either is unequal, S rejects. Otherwise, the
server will consider A as a legitimate user, which is justified by the following equalities:

ê(dS ·RA, UA) = ê(dS · rA ·G, rA · pwA ·G) = ê(G,G)rA·rA·pwA·dS

ê(WA, US) = ê(rA · rA · pwA ·G, dS ·G) = ê(G,G)rA·rA·pwA·dS

5) S proceeds to generates a new pseudonym identity INDA for A, selects rS ∈R Z∗
n,

computes WS = rS · US = rS · dS ·G and the session key sk = rS · dS ·WA.
6) S → A : {WA +WS , h(WS∥U ′

A∥sk∥IND
′
A), Esk(IND

′
A)}.

7) A derivesWS by subtractingWA from (WA+WS), computes sk = rA·rA·PWA·WS ,
and gets IND′

A by decrypting Esk(IND
′
A) using sk. S checks whether the hashed result

of {WS∥U ′
A∥sk∥IND

′
A} is equal to the received H(WS∥U ′

A∥sk∥IND
′
A). If they are equal,

A is assured that S is authenticated and replaces {rA, INDA} with {r′A, IND′
A}.

8) A → S : {INDA, h(sk∥IND′
A)}.

9) S checks whether the hashed result of {sk∥IND′
A} equals the received h(sk∥IND′

A).
If it holds, S granted A’s login request and replaces {INDA, UA} with {IND′

A, U
′
A}.

Password change phase The password change phase is provided to allow users to
change their passwords freely and locally. When A wants to change his password, she
needs to first go through the above authentication phase to make sure that the input
password is valid and then can changes it to a new one.

User eviction phase In case the period of validity of user A has expired, then the
user can be evicted by the remote server S by deleting (INDA, UA) from its database.
Thereafter, A can no longer use INDA and UA to login S.

4.2 Cryptanalysis of Li’s scheme

In [51], Li demonstrated that Islam-Biswas’s scheme [38] is vulnerable to several
serious attacks such as offline password guessing and stolen-verifier, and to overcome
the identified weaknesses, a new scheme with user anonymity was further developed.
Besides its high efficiency duo to the use of ECC, this scheme is claimed (and
heuristically argued) to provide robust security (i.e., provision of SR1∼SR7) and
support five attractive properties (i.e., DA1∼DA5). Accordingly, it seems very appealing
and shows great application potential. However, after a careful investigation, we find
it still far from practical. As demonstrated in the following, it is of poor usability and
fails to achieve two-factor security under their non-tamper resistance assumption of the
smart cards.

Smart card loss attack. Evidently, the most essential goal of a two-factor authen-
tication scheme is to provide two-factor security, which means a compromise of either
the password factor or the smart card factor will not lead to the compromise of the
system. As pointed out in [36, 84], to date few schemes have achieved the “precious”
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goal of two-factor security. Once more, Li’s attempt [51] ends in vain, as we will show
how an attacker in possession of a user’s smart card can recover the victim’s password
with the help of an automated procedure.

Suppose an adversary A has somehow obtained (stolen or picked up) user A’s smart
card for a relative long period of time (e.g., a few hours), and extracted the secret
information {INDA, rA, US} by using side-channel attacks [61, 63, 69] herself (or with
recourse to professional labs). Then, A returns the breached card back to A without
A’s awareness. Note that, here we have made two assumptions: (1) A can obtain and
breach the victim’s card; and (2) A can return the breached card without detection. The
former assumption has been common in the literature (e.g., [75,87,94]), while the latter
has only recently raised attention [36,84].7 Recent studies [64,70,77] on the usability of
real-life two-factor systems have confirmed that, users do tend to leave their smart card
unattended: 54% users have forgot their smart cards in the card reader at least once
during the study (i.e., a period of six weeks), which suggests that the latter assumption
is also quite practical.

Once user A uses the breached smart card to login, the attacker can intercept A’s
login request {INDA, EKx(INDA, RA,WA, U

′
A)} and then obtains PWA as follows:

Step 1. Guesses the value of PWA to be PW ∗
A from the dictionary space D.

Step 2. Computes K∗ = PW ∗
A · rA · Us = (K∗

x,K
∗
y ), where rA, Us are extracted from

A’s smart card.

Step 3. Derives {IND∗
A, R

∗
A,W

∗
A, U

′
A
∗} by decrypting the previously intercepted

EKx(INDA, RA, WA, U
′
A) using K∗

x;

Step 4. Verifies the correctness of PW ∗
A by checking if IND∗

A is equal to the extracted
INDA.

Step 5. Repeats Step 1 ∼ 4 of this procedure until the correct value of PWA is found.

Let |D| denote the size of space D. The time complexity of the above attacking
procedure is O(|D| ∗ (2TP + TS)), where TP is the running time for ECC point
multiplication and TS the running time for symmetric decryption. In other words,
the time for A to recover Ui’s password is linear with |D|, and thus our attack is quite
effective. To gain a better grasp of the effectiveness of this attack, we further implement
the related operations on common PCs and obtain the corresponding running time
(see Table 6), by using the publicly-available, rational arithmetic C/C++ library
MIRACL [73]. In practice, due to the inherent limitations of human cognition, user
passwords are often memorable shorting strings and hence the password space is very
restricted, e.g., |D| ≤ 106 [13, 26, 91], and it follows that an attacker can complete the
above attacking procedure in seconds on a common PC.

Our attack demonstrates that once the smart-card factor is compromised, the
remaining password factor can be offline guessed by an automated attacking procedure,
which is the so-called offline password guessing attack [7, 10]. Since then, there is no

7 In [36], Huang et al. cryptanalyze Juang et al.’s scheme and state that “A can calculate the session
key if A extracts the information in the smart card before the log-in phase”. This indicates Huang
et al. have implicitly made the assumption that A can return the breached card without detection.
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Table 6. Computation evaluation of related operations on common PCs

Experimental Platform ECC Point Multiplication Symmetric decryption Hash operation Other lightweight op-
(common PCs) TP (ECC sect163r1 [16]) TS(AES-128) TH(SHA-1) erations(e.g.,XOR)

Intel T5870 2.00 GHz 1.226 ms 2.049 µs 2.580 µs 0.011 µs
Intel E5500 2.80 GHz 0.617 ms 0.572 µs 0.753 µs 0.009 µs
Intel i3-530 2.93 GHz 0.508 ms 0.541 µs 0.693 µs 0.008 µs

way to prevent A from impersonate A to enjoy the system’s services/resources, unless
A re-registers with the server. This suggests that Li’s scheme is intrinsically not a
truly two-factor scheme and provides no better security than the original scheme (i.e.,
Islam-Bswas’s scheme [38]).

De-synchronization attack. To provide user un-traceability, a number of dynamic-
ID based authentication protocols (e.g., [43, 83, 99]) construct a new pseudo-identity
for the user in each session by using cryptographic methods (e.g., public encryption
algorithm) during the login process, while the other dynamic-ID based authentication
protocols (e.g., [44,55,85,89]) adopt a different strategy: a new user pseudo-identity for
the next login request is constructed during the current authentication process. In the
latter strategy, it is evident that the new user pseudo-identity (which will be used for
the next login request) shall be stored in somewhere on the user side, yet to recognize
this user in the following protocol run, the sever also needs to maintain a copy of the
new user pseudo-identity after the current protocol run. So the synchronization of this
new user pseudo-identity between the user side and the serve side is crucial for their
following successful protocol runs. However, there is no easy way to make sure that
this synchronization is well maintained. As we will show and discuss in the following,
a determined attacker can always somehow break this synchronization and render the
user unable to login ever since, which suggests the infeasibility of the latter strategy
(i.e., by employing a synchronization mechanism).

Let us see a concrete example. Suppose user A has performed Step 7 of the
authentication phase (see Sec. 4.1) and sends {INDA, h(sk∥IND′

A)} to S as specified,
which means A has replaced {rA, INDA} with {r′A, IND′

A} in its card memory. Before
{INDA, h(sk∥IND′

A)} reaches S, the attacker A intercepts this message and alters it
to {INDA, X}, where X is a randomly selected value. In Step 8 of the authentication
phase, S will find X ̸= h(sk∥IND′

A), and surely enough, will reject A’s login request and
refuse to update {UA, INDA} to {IND′

A, U
′
A} in its backend database. Consequently,

the consistency of the user pseudo-identity between A and S is broken. Thereafter, in
the ensuing login requests, A will send IND′

A to S, yet S stores the old INDA and
will always reject A due to the mismatch IND′

A ̸= INDA.

The above attack, as summarized in Fig.2, is practically effective, for the attacker
is only required to alter a single protocol transcript (i.e., the third message from A
to S) and then can completely destroy the “synchronization” between the user and
the server, and there is no other expensive operations involved. What’s more, it is not
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difficult to see that, instead of altering this protocol transcript, A simply blocks this
single protocol transcript might equally attain her end.

Input IDA and PWA;

Generate a random number r′
A
∈R Z∗

n;

Compute RA=rA · US ;

WA = rA · rA · PWA ·G;

U ′

A
= PWA · r

′

A
·G;

K = PWA · rA · US = (Kx,Ky);

INDA, EKx
(INDA, RA,WA, U ′

A
)

Compute sk = rA · rA · PWA ·WS ;

Retrieve UA from database using INDA;

Check IND
∗

A

?
= INDA;

WA + WS , h(WS‖U ′

A
‖sk‖IND

′

A
), Esk(IND

′

A
)

INDA, h(sk‖IND
′

A
)

User A Server S

Check the validity of h(WS‖U
′

A
‖sk‖IND

′

A);

Get WS = (WS +WA)−WA;

Obtain IND
∗

A
, R∗

A
,W ∗

A
, U ′∗

A
by decrypting EKx

(. . .);

Generate a random number rS ∈R Z∗

n;

Compute WS = rS · US = rS · dS ·G;
sk = (rA · rA · PWA) ·WS

Adversary A

Update {INDA, rA} with {IND
′

A, r′
A
};

ê(dS ·RA, UA)
?
= ê(WA, US);

Generate a new pseudonym identity IND
′

A for A;

Get IND
′

A by decrypting Esk(IND
′

A) using sk;

INDA, X Find X 6= h(sk‖IND
′

A);
Fail to update {INDA, rA} with {IND

′

A, r′
A
};

= (rS · dS) ·WA;

Fig. 2. De-synchronization attack on Li’s scheme

It also should be noted that, although this vulnerability appears very simple, it cannot
be well addressed just with minor revisions. One may think that, if an additional “ack”
message is sent back to A and only when the user A has received this “ack” can she
update {rA, INDA} to {r′A, IND′

A}, then the above presented attack will not work.
Admittedly, this is true, but what will happen if A now simply alter (or block) this
“ack” message? Apparently, in this case, user A will refuse to replace {rA, INDA}
with {r′A, IND′

A}, but the server S has already updated {UA, INDA} to {U ′
A, IND′

A}
before sending “ack”. Similarly, any attempt to overcome this vulnerability by adding
new protocol flow(s) will be doomed to failure.
Remark 2. We have cryptanalyzed more than one hundred and twenty recently
proposed two-factor schemes and more than thirty dynamic ID-based two-factor
schemes (some of our cryptanalysis results include [anonymized]), and observe that
all these schemes that employ a similar synchronization mechanism to maintain
the consistence of user pseudo-identities are vulnerable to de-synchronization attack
without no exception. Some recent ones include [44, 47, 55, 85, 89]. De-synchronization
attack can hardly be seen as a new threat to cryptographic protocols, and actually its
destructive effects have been intensively investigated in the cryptography community
(e.g., RFID authentication protocols [3,53] and multimedia watermarking schemes [6]).
Yet, to the best of knowledge, litter attention has been given to this threat in the area
of dynamic-ID two-factor authentication, which well explains why vulnerable schemes
are proposed wave upon wave and suggests the importance (and urgency) of this work.

5 Some observations on the relationships among evaluation criteria

In this section, we first explicate the definitions of some criteria in Madhusudhan-
Mittal’s set [59] to provide a clear basis for investigating their inner relationships. Then,
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using these two schemes examined earlier in this paper as case studies and on the basis
of previous cryptanalysis results [36, 58, 71, 78, 82, 84], we show that it is unlikely to
construct an “ideal” dynamic ID-based two-factor scheme that satisfies all the criteria
in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s set.

5.1 Further explications of some criteria

A scheme supporting DA1 requires that there is no password-related verification data
stored on the server, ensuring that a compromise of the server will not lead to the
disclosure of all the users’ passwords. Since the first scheme with DA1 was proposed by
Hwang-Li [37] in 2000, DA1 has become one of the most basic design goals of two-factor
schemes [57,80]. A number of schemes attempting to achieve DA1 (e.g., [18,24,47,86,93])
advocate that the remote server only keeps a secret key for verifying the users and there
is no other user-specific information stored on the server. On the contrary, the other
schemes with DA1 (e.g., [22, 51, 85, 90]) store some non-security-critical user-specific
information such as {IDi, Treg} on the server side, where Treg is user Ui’s registration
time. We say the former kind of schemes provide the property “DA1-Strong”, the latter
kind of schemes support the property “DA1-Weak”.

In password-related authentication, besides freely user password choice (DA2), it is
a universally accepted practice that users shall regularly change their passwords [12].
Accordingly, as stated in 2.1, the password change phase has been a basic phase in any
two-factor scheme. Obviously, this phase either may enable a user to locally change
her password or requires a user to interact with the server in order to change her
password. As investigated in Section 3.2, a scheme that facilitates a user to locally
change her password but does not support secure password change is prone to smart
card loss attack (i.e., no provision of SR6), while a scheme that facilitates a user to
locally change her password as well as supporting secure password change is vulnerable
to the same threat, too. For ease of presentation, we say the former scheme is with
attribute “DA2-Local-Secure”, the latter scheme with attribute “DA2-Local-Insecure”.
In addition, for a scheme that does not support local user password change, we say this
scheme provides attribute “DA2-Interactive”.

5.2 Relationships among the evaluation criteria

In this work, we mainly focus on the following three most basic relationships among
the evaluation criteria: symbiotic, mutually exclusive and implicative, denoted by ∞,� and ◃, respectively. More specifically, DAi and SRj have a symbiotic relation (i.e.,
DAi∞SRj) means if either one is held by the scheme, both are held by the scheme; DAi
and SRj have a mutually exclusive relation (i.e., DAi� SRj) means at any time, at most
one of them is held by the scheme; DAi and SRj have an implicative relation means
that either (1) whenever DAi is held by the scheme, SRj is held by the scheme (i.e.,
DAi◃SRj) or (2) whenever SRj is held by the scheme, DAi is held by the scheme (i.e.,
SRj◃DAi). Our observations are summarized in Table 7 and detailed as follows:
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Table 7. Relationships among the criteria in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s set
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DA1-Strong ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ � ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ◃ ∗ ∗
DA1-Weak ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ◃ ∗ ∗

DA2-Local-Secure ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∞ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ � ∗ ∗ ∗
DA2-Local-Insecure ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ � ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ � ∗ ∗ ∗

DA2-Interactive ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ � ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ▹ ∗ ∗ ∗
DA3 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ◃ ◃ ∗ ◃ ∗ ∗ ◃ ∗
DA4 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ▹ ∗ ∗ ∗
DA5 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
DA6 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
DA7 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
DA8 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
DA9 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

DA10 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ � ∗ ∗ ∗
Notes: X∗Y means the relation between X and Y is unknown (probably independent); X ∞Y means a symbiotic relation
between X and Y; X◃Y means Y is implied by X; X�Y means a mutually exclusive relation between X and Y.

1) DA1-Strong�DA9. A scheme supports the property DA1-Strong means there is
no user-specific (or card-specific) information stored on the server. However, even if
the authorized time of a card has expired, how can the server (e.g., the schemes in
[18,24,47,86,93]) tell apart a valid card from an expired card? Apparently, there is no
way for the server to accomplish this aim.

2) DA1-Strong◃SR7. Since there is actually no verifier stored in the server, of course,
stolen-verifier-attack can be prevented. On the contrary, a scheme free from stolen-
verifier-attack may support DA1-Weak but not DA1-Strong.

3) DA1-Weak◃SR7. Since there is actually no security-critical verifier stored in the
server, stolen-verifier-attack can be eliminated. On the contrary, a scheme free from
stolen-verifier-attack may support DA1-Strong but not DA1-Weak.

4) DA2-Local-Secure∞DA10. A scheme supports DA2-Local-Secure means a user can
locally and securely update her password, this implies that there are some password-
related verifiers (e.g., Ai = h(IDi∥PWi)

PWi mod p in [54], or {b,R = p × h(b ×
PWi), V = hp(h(b × PWi))} in [20]) stored in the card memory, and these password-
related verifiers can just be used to check whether the user has accidentally input a
wrong password when login.

5) DA2-Local-Secure�SR6. A scheme supports DA2-Local-Secure means a user can
locally and securely update her password, this implies that there are some password-
related verifiers (e.g., Ai = h(IDi∥PWi)

PWi mod p in [54], or {b,R = p × h(b ×
PWi), V = hp(h(b × PWi))} in [20]) stored in the card memory, and these password-
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related verifiers can just be used to check whether a guessed password is right or not
once an attack has obtained the card and extracted these password-related verifiers.

6) DA2-Local-Insecure�DA10. This can be obtained directly from the relationship
that DA2-Local-Secure∞DA10.

7) DA2-Local-Insecure�SR6. A scheme supports DA2-Local-Insecure means a user can
locally change her password while there is no password-related verifier stored in the card
memory. Apparently, this scheme can not prevent an attacker from easily changing the
password, as shown in Section 3.2. On the other hand, a scheme supports SR6 means
an attacker can not easily change the password when obtaining the card, indicating
DA2-local-insecure is not supported in the scheme.

8) DA2-Interactive�DA10. A scheme supports DA2-Interactive (e.g., the schemes in
[51,55]) means a user is required to change her password by interacting with the server.
This implies that there is no password-related verifier stored on the card. Without such
data, there is no information that the card can use to check whether or not the user
has accidently input a wrong password when login (i.e. DA10), and and vice versa.

9) DA3◃SR2, SR3, SR5 and SR8. A scheme supports DA3 means an attacker
can not impersonate either the user or the server. This excludes the possibility of
impersonation attack, parallel session attack, replay attack and reflection attack.
Otherwise, mutually authentication (i.e., DA3) can not be assured. On the other hand,
neither the achievement of SR2, SR3, SR5 or SR8 indicates the achievement of DA3.
For example, a scheme (e.g., [99]) achieves SR8 may still be prone to replay attack,
which invalidates DA3.

10) DA10�SR6. A scheme supports DA10 (e.g., [47, 54]) means the smart card can
timely detect whether the user has accidently input a wrong password when login. To
this end, there should be some password-related verifier stored on the card. In this case,
an attacker can perform smart card lost attack just by exploiting this data.

11) SR6◃DA4. According to the definitions given in [59], DA4 is entirely incorporated
into SR6: both SR6 and DA4 concern the case in which a user has lost her card, yet
SR6 requires that A shall not be able to perform impersonation attack, offline guessing
attack or easily change the password (see Section 3.2), while what a scheme supporting
DA4 can only guarantee is that A needs to know the password to impersonate the user
(but A may perform other malicious operations such as easily changing the password).
For example, the scheme in [86] is a typical one that fails to achieve DA4, while the
scheme in [42] achieves DA4 but fails to provide SR6.

From Table 7, one can see that there is always a mutually exclusive relationship
(denoted by �) among “DA2-*” and some other criteria. More specifically, both
DA2-Local-Secure and DA2-Local-Insecure are mutually exclusive with SR6, while DA2-
Interactive is mutually exclusive with DA10. This means no matter how the user change
her password (i.e., either locally or interactively), at least one of SR6 and DA10 can not
be achieved, which suggests the impossibility of constructing an “ideal” scheme that
satisfies all the criteria in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s evaluation set.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the question “whether an ‘ideal’ scheme that
satisfies all the criteria in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s evaluation set can be built”? By
cryptanalyzing two representative dynamic ID-based two-factor authentication schemes
as case studies, we uncover some subtleties and challenges in designing this type of
schemes, and explore the relationships among the criteria in Madhusudhan-Mittal’s
evaluation set. Our results highly indicate a negative answer to the examined question.
We believe this work provides a better understanding of the underlying evaluation
metric for dynamic ID-based two-factor schemes, which is of fundamental importance
for security engineers to make their choices correctly and for protocol designers to
advance practical schemes with better usability-security tradeoffs. We leave for future
work the question of evaluating practical effectiveness of the proposed “fuzzy-verifiers”
by using large-scale real-life password data sets.
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